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Preface 

The project selected is the redesign of Love 
Field Airport in Dallas, Texas. Dallas Love 
Field currently has a master plan that 
demonstrates how the airport should adapt 
its current facilities to adjust for the increase 
in passengers and other projected future 
growths. 

Currently Love Field is restricted by the 
Wright/Shelby Amendment. This 
amendment restricts operators of large 
aircrafts (57 seats or more) from holding out 
for sale or providing transportation to points 
beyond Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, 
Oklahoma, New Mexico, Kansas, 
Mississippi, and Alabama. 

The master plan for Love Field assumes 
that the restrictions from the Wright/Shelby 
Amendment will remain in effect. This 
project will make the opposite assumption . 
Without the Wright/Shelby Amendment, 
Love Field can return to its historical 
capacity. Activity, at Love Field, increased 
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Figure 2: Aerial of Main Terminal Building 

significantly during the 1990s under the 
restrictions of the Wright/Shelby 
Amendment. The number of enplanements 
increased by 18 percent between 1990 and 
1999. For now, this project will assume that 
Love Field's capacity will be its historical 
usage (6,668,398 enplanements in 1973 _ J 



Preface (continued) 

compared to its usage of 3,409,920 
enplanements in 1999). This project will 
also assume that Love Field will not 
become an international airport as it was 
before the opening of the Dallas/Fort Worth 
International Airport (DFW). 

The main terminal building at Love Field 
lacks any memorable architectural 
expression . An airport is a gateway to the 
city. Gateways such as airports, train 
stations, or the gateways in the medieval 
wall around Rome should communicate to 
the public that they have arrived to a 
powerful and important city. 

The designers of Love Field have forgotten 
this historical purpose to a gateway. 
Perhaps they were not thinking of an airport 
as a gateway. The current main terminal 
building was built in 1958. At that time, air 
travel was significantly lower than it is 
today. The designers did not see airports 
as major gateways. In the 1970's, airports 
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I changed, in terms of numbers of l 
passengers, from small almost insignificant 
gateways to the largest gateways in cities. 

1 Just before DFW opened, Love Field 
reached a peak of 6,668,398 enplanements 
in 1973. If DFW had not been built, Love 
Field would have had to be redesigned to 
accommodate the demands of the Dallas 
Metro area. 

With the removal of the Wright/Shelby 
Amendment and the recent changes of 
security requirements for national airports a 
redesign of Love Field is needed to safely 
accommodate the increasing passenger 
load while providing a new major gateway 

Figure 3: Continental Express Airplanes 
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Abstract 

After September 11, 2001, high-risk 
buildings, like airports, require heightened 
security measures. The designs of new 
high-risk buildings will be changed forever 
as a direct result of these new security 
requirements. The architecture of high-risk 
buildings needs to not only accommodate 
new security requirements but also 
enhance the security of the building. 

With the assumed removal of the Wright/ 
Shelby Amendment, an increased 
passenger demand at Love Field would be 
expected. To stay competitive with its larger 
neighbor the Dallas Fort Worth International 
Airport (DFW), Love Field would have to 
economically expand. 

At the same time, an expansion of the Main 
Terminal will provide an opportunity for 
Dallas to build a new gateway suitable for 
the Big-D. 

It is important that airports be inviting to the 
public. One of the security requirements 
after 9/11 was that no unticketed 
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Figure 5: Southwest 737 

passengers may enter the secure areas of 
the airport. This has resulted in a reduction 
of revenue for the airports from the loss of 
spending from the "meeters and greeters." 
Meeters and Greeters are the members of 
the public that stop and park at airports to 
wait for arriving passengers or to say good
bye to departing passengers. They 
normally spend some time in the airport 
spending money at retail locations, visiting 
galleries, or eating meals as they wait. 
(Mitchell , 2002) Dallas can use this 
opportunity to show how an airport, in the 
post 9/11 world, can be safe and still be an 
architecturally inviting place. 
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Architectural Issues 

Architectural Issue #1: 
To design an airport that is a major 
gateway to the city of Dallas 

Since the first walls were erected around 
ancient cities, gateways have served as the 
first impression visitors receive of a city. 

First impressions are as important to cities 
as they are between individuals. Business 
professionals often present themselves in 
nice clothing to make a good first 
impression. Their clothing sets the tone in 
which people judge their professionalism. If 
their clothing is cheaply made and/or 
functions poorly, then the professionals 
makes a poor impression on the people 
they meets. 

Clothing should also communicate 
something about the person. Professionals 
distinguish themselves by dressing in 
business attire. Students distinguish 
themselves with casual clothing that is 

marked with symbols of their school or 
student organization. 

The Gateways of cities are like the clothing 
of individuals. A gateway of a city sets the 
tone in which people judge the city. If the 
gateway is cheaply made and/or functions 
poorly, then the city has made a poor 
impression on the people who visit. 

1 The gateway needs to be functional and 
should describe the city. As a major 
gateway to Dallas, Love Field should 
communicate to visitors what Dallas, Texas 
represents. 

So what is Dallas, Texas? Dallas or the 
Big-D is a city known for big homes, big 
ranches, big buildings, big business, and 
the Pegasus that is found throughout 
downtown. Dallas is also a city of multi -
cultural diversity due to its large Black and 

1 Hispanic populations. 

East of downtown is a neighborhood that 
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Architectural Issues (continued) 

was once the legal black neighborhood for 
Dallas. The neighborhood was known as 
"the other side of the tracks." (The other 
side of the Central Rail Line, now Central 
Expressway.) The area, currently known as 
Deep Ellum, was and still is today a hub for 
jazz music. The neighborhood is no longer 
legally black. In fact, the residents and 
visitors of this neighborhood are no longer 
mainly black. Yet, the influence of the jazz 
culture is still evident today in the form of a 
dynamic night life. Jazz an~ oth~r forms of 
music can be heard every night in the old 
and new night clubs throughout the old 
black neighborhood, or Deep Ellum. 

The Hispanic culture has also made an 
impact on the Big-D. The most obvious 
sign of Hispanic culture in Dallas is the 
successful Mexican restaurants that can be 
found throughout Dallas and its s~rrounding 
suburbs. Like the Black community and 
Deep Ellum, Hispanics had a n~ighborhood 
known, to Anglos, as Little Mexico. Sadly, 

Figure 6: The First El Fenix Figure 7: The El Fenix Icon 

commercial development has almost 
erased Little Mexico. The only things that 
remain in the old neighborhood are the old 
and still popular Mexican restaurants. One 
of these restaurants was El Fenix. In eighty 
years, El Fenix has grown from a small 
restaurant, shown in Figure 6, into a 
corporation with restaurants throughout the 
Dallas Metro area. The restaurant serves a 
variety of customers. The people who 
enjoy eating at El Fenix range from Ross 
Perot to construction workers. 

As a gateway to the Big-D, Love Field . 
should inform visitors as to what Dallas 1s J 
all about, and it should function efficiently. 
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Architectural Issues (continued) 

The main Love Field terminal was opened 
in 1956 and had a lot of additions built 
shortly thereafter. When the terminal was 
originally designed, architects did not know 
how to design an efficient airport terminal. 
The building type was still new at the time. 
These cheap additions did not help with the 
efficiency of the airport. They only increased 
the capacity of the terminal. 

Security was not much of an issue at the 
time the terminal was designed. Security 
now takes up the space that once was used 
for profitable retail and needed passenger 
circulation. As a result, cheap sky bridges 
needed to be constructed to reduce traffic in 
the main lobby. 

One of the new security rules that has 
developed is that only ticketed individuals 
are allowed into the secure areas of the 
airport. As a consequence, people who 
wish to greet or say good-bye to 
passengers can only enter the small portion 

of the unsecured areas of the terminal. 
Most of these areas are not designed to 
accommodate this extra function. At Love 
Field, people say their good-byes and meet 
passengers only at the arrival and departure 
curbs, thus crowding the curbs and denying 
the airport revenue from parking fees. 

Architectural Issue #2: 
To convey a sense of safety and 
security without promoting a feeling of 
fear 

After September 11, 2001 , security at 
commercial airports has become a national 
priority. If Love Field is to continue it's 
journey of trying to become a major national 
airport, the architecture of the complex must 
strive to enhance the safety and security of 
the public. At the same time, the complex 
should not convey a sense of fear to the 
public. 

L-~~~~~~~~~~--~~~ _J__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Potential Design Response 

Architectural Issue #1: Gateway 

• Provide for an arrival lobby that is as 
impressive and functional as the 
departure lobby. At this time, the current 
main lobby is now only a departure 
lobby. Arrivals only enter into a small 
baggage claim area with no room for 
greeting friends and family. 

• Additional retail space must be provided 
in both departure and arrival lobbies. 
This provides restaurants and galleries 
for unticketed people to spend their time 
and money while they wait for 
passengers to arrive or depart. 

• With the new security rule that only 
ticketed passengers can enter the 
secure areas, airports have lost a large 
part of their revenue from people coming 
to the airport to pick up or drop off 
friends and family. 

• The current Conference Center should l 
be relocated to the top of the existing 
office tower. This will provide more 
square footage on the first floor of the 
main terminal and would provide 
excellent views of the new terminal 
building from the Conference Center. 

• The Main Terminal building currently has 
a small garden space next to the Main 
Lobby. The new terminal should 
renovate and/or add to this garden to 
present a sense of calmness and 
tranquility. These qualities are important 
in terminal buildings to help reduce 
stress. 

Figure 8: 
The Roman 

Gateway, 
Porta 

Portese 
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Potential Design Response (continued) 

Architectural Issue #2: Security 

• Land forms to conceal and protect 
without drawing the attention of the 
public. (Linn, 22) 

• Clerestories allow daylight into a 
building without exposing building I 
spaces to car bombs. (Linn, 22) ~ 

• Curtain walls can be designed to protect 
structure. (Wright, lchniowski, 5) 

Figure 9: Airport 
Security 
Cartoon 

building from terrorists carrying bombs 
into unsecured areas by providing decoy 
targets. 

• Set backs can protect building facades • Redundancies in the form of extra 
from car bombs. (Wright, lchniowski, 5) structure, utilities, fire protection, alarm 

• Protected or overbuilt structural systems, and operations control are a 
members can take the direct assault common and expensive form of security. 
from an explosion without failing. This (Nadel, 14) 

will be important in protecting structures • Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy 
from bombs carri~d into unsecured . (LIBS) known as Laser Scanners can 
areas, like the main lobby, or prot~.ctmg scan baggage and vehicles entering the 
structures from an attack from a hijacked airport. Laser Scanners are able to 
airplane. j ~~~~k for substances that are or can be 

• False structural members can protect a ~osive. (Tynan, 56) 
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Potential Design Response (continued) 

• Proximity cards can be attached to all 
baggage to quickly locate baggage on a 
plane when a passenger misses the 
plane and to quickly find lost baggage. 
(Tynan, 56) 

• The same proximity cards can be worn 
by all personnel to allow employees into 
restricted areas and to set off alarms if a 
person tries to enter an unauthorized 
area. (Tynan, 56) 

• Biometrics can be used to check 
identification of passengers and 
personnel by digitally measuring 
characteristics unique to each individual 
such as fingerprints, facial appearance, 
voice patterns, striations on the iris, or 
the arrangement of veins on the retinal 
wall of the eye. Only retinal and iris 
scans approach 100 percent accuracy, 
but they are among the slowest forms of 
Biometrics. (Tynan, 56) 

• Networks of cameras can monitor airport 

fence lines, the tarmac, and the inside 
and outside of the airplane to monitor 
activity. To reduce false alarms, 
algorithms in the cameras can 
automatically differentiate between 
benign events, like the activities of native 
animals, and security breaches, such as 
a person or persons climbing over a 
fence. (Tynan, 55) 

• Smart cards can be issued to 
passengers. Smart cards can store flight 
information, and interact with scanning 
devices to allow or deny access to areas 
like a gate or concourse. They can store 
biometric information to check a 
passenger's identification at security 
checkpoints. (Tynan, 56) 

• Separating crowds limits the potential 
number of victims that a terrorist can 
attack. This can be achieved by having 
ticket counters and baggage claim areas 
separated by horizontal distances and 
not by different vertical levels. 



Case Studies 

• The TWA Terminal 
At the TWA Terminal, Eero Saarinen 
explored the plastic qualities of concrete. 
The terminal was the first airport building to 
capture the imagination of the public. 
Passengers are enveloped in a spectacular 
free-flowing space. The TWA Terminal 
captures the excitement of flight as travelers 
approach it by car. Saarinen went against 
the popular Modern philosophy of form 
follows function to develop the design of the 
terminal. Despite harsh architectural 
criticism, the TWA Terminal has always 
been a favorite with the public. (Stroller, 
Lamster, 1-11) 

• Sondica Airport 
The Sondica Airport is an expressive airport 
terminal by Santiago Calatrava in Bilbao, 
Spain. Calatrava uses a large roof, similar 
to the TWA Terminal, to express flight in an 
architectural form. He uses organic forms 
as inspiration for his architectural spaces. 
Calatrava, a engineer turned architect, 
manipulates structure to express the 
architectural forms he wants. 
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• California's Office of Emergency Services 
This office building was designed to provide 
a tranquil image during times of crisis. The 
building used several security measures 
that include clerestories, buffer rooms, and 
earthwork. Studying this building can 
provide examples of how to design for 
safety and not fear. (Linn, 21-22) 

Figure 1 O: TWA Terminal 
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Facility Analysis 

Gates: 
Lemmon Ave. Terminal 

Main Terminal 

Total 

3 Concourses 
West Concourse 

14 gates 
North Concourse 

No gates 
East Concourse 

2 gates 
Subtotal 

Terminals: 
Lemmon Ave. Terminal 

6 gates 

16 gates 

22 gates 

Almost useless. Failed business adventure 
of Ledged Airlines. Not connected to Main 
Terminal. Now used for chartered planes. 
Includes unused parking garage. (Mitchell, 
2002) 
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Figure 11: Southwest Airlines Corporate Headquarters at Love Field 
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Facility Analysis (continued) 

Main Terminal Sq.Fl 
(include only areas used for airport operations) 
•West Concourse 

First Level 
Airline 63,081 
Mechanical 3, 130 
Circulation 7.480 

Subtotal 73,691 
Second Level 

Airline 35,681 
Retail 13, 103 
Security 1,879 
Restrooms 4,241 
Circulation 23, 190 

Subtotal 78,094 
Basement 

Mechanical 6,220 
Circulation 622 

Subtotal 6,842 
Total West Concourse 158,627 
East Concourse 

First Level 
Airline 2, 073 
Security 518 
Restrooms 616 
Circulation 2,269 
Retail 43 _J Subtotal 5,519 
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Facility Analysis (continued) 

Second Level 
A irline 7, 186 
Retail 346 

Subtotal 7,532 
Basement 

Mechanical 8,912 
Circulation 891 

Subtotal 9,803 
Total East Concourse 22,854 
Central lobby 

First Level 
Airlines 

Agent Ticketing 1,543 
Offices/Op. 7,634 
Baggage 11,025 
Counter Length (157 ft.) 
Counter Area 539 

Subtotal 20,741 
Retail 14,877 
Restrooms 1,806 
Security/Police Station 3,227 
Circulation 38, 109 

Subtotal 78,760 



Facility Analysis (continued) 

Second Level 
Mechanical 
Restrooms 
Restaurant support 
Aviation Department 
Museum 
Airline 

Subtotal 
Basement 

Mechanical 
Circulation 
Restaurant storage 
Aviation Department 

Subtotal 
Total Central Lobby 
Baggage Claim Wing 

First Level 
Circulation 
Airline Service Office 
Auto Rental (6 units* 150 Sq. Ft.) 
Retail 
Baggage Claim 
Restrooms 

Subtotal 

1, 106 
1,065 
5,219 

10,551 
4,951 
9.026 

7,030 
748 
475 

18.659 

9,599 
226 
900 
304 

10,595 
1.1 52 

31,918 

26.912 

22,776 

23 

137,590 



Facility Analysis (continued) 

.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--; 

Basement 
Mechanical 
Circulation 

Subtotal 
Total Baggage Claim Wing 

·Office Towers (3rd, 4th, & 5th levels) 
Restaurant support 
City of Dallas 
Rented Offices 
Circulation 

Total Office Towe rs 

Total Main Terminal 

Outside Areas of Main Terminal 
Curbside Canopies 
Enplaning Curb 
Deplaning Curb 
Garden off of Central Lobby 

Curb Length 
Enplaning 
Deplaning 
Ground Transportation Center 

2,295 
230 

13, 127 
1,260 
2,846 
1.004 

Sq. Ft. 

5,000 
4,200 
3,951 

Ft. 
650 
530 
100 

24 

25,301 

18.237 

362,609 



Facility Synthesis 

Mission Statement: 
After September 11, 2001, security 
requirements at our Nation's airports 
changed forever. Love Field's Main 
Terminal was not designed for the 
security requirements of the 1970s, nor 
can it meet the demands of the post 9/11 
era. Dallas must seek a design for a 
new airport terminal for Love Field that 
can serve as a suitable gateway for the 
City of Dallas that addresses the twenty
first century security needs. 

Goals and Objectives: 

• Design a circulation system that is 
simple and easy to understand (several 
additions have made the main terminal 
building confusing to passengers) 

• Create a positive impression of Dallas 
for arriving passengers (currently no 
lobby of any kind for arrivals) 
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• Develop a security system that conveys 
a sense of safety but not fear (it is easy 
to create a fortress but will anyone feel 
safe there) 

• Create a welcoming airport for persons 
greeting and saying good-bye to 
passengers (more revenue will be 
generated for the airport if people park, 
shop, and eat while they wait for a 
passenger) 

• Improve vehicular access to airport (had 
a problem with curb lengths before 9/11 
now the problem is a real nightmare for 
the airport) 

• Design an airport that is economically 
competitive with DFW (Dallas already 
has a major airport. The city council will 
never pass an expensive airport with 
only 32 gates) 



This conceptual 
diagram shows the 
Main Terminal with two 
separate lobbies to 
divide crowds. 

The planned DART 
subway station has 
been changed to an 
elevated station that 
can be integrated into 
the design of the 
terminal building to save 
money for DART and 
the city. To further save 
money, the rail line will 
be above or on grade 
with the exception of 
when the rail line 
passes underneath the 
runway. 

The new surface 
parking lots and the old 
parking garages will be 
needed to satisfy 
parking demands for the 
public and personnel. 
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Facility Organization and Layout 

Security Check 

fi 
I 
I 

Departure I 
Lobby I 

I 

,'..----~~~~~~~--. 
. ------- Dart Rail Line (above 
~ grade) 

' Cedar Springs Road 

Figure 14: Conceptual 
Diagram of Main 

Terminal Building 



Passenger flow 

______________ .,. 
Baggage flow 

Activity Analysis 

Departures Flow Diagram 

Vehicular laser scanner 

ID kiosk (to obtain smart card if they do not have one) 

Ticket check-in 

Security Check 

Concourse 

Gate Check-in and 
Lounge 

Smart ID Check 

Baggage Security 
Check 

Baggage Sort 

Aircraft 
Figure 15: Departure 

Flow Diagram 
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Arrivals Flow Diagram 

Transfer 
Passengers 

Aircraft 
I 
I 

I ~aggage 
1
Sort 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I • 

I 
I .... 

Transfer 
Baggage 

Figure 14: Arrival Flow 
Diagram 
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Spatial Analysis 

Figure 17 shows the Main Terminal as it is today. 
The new parking garage is almost complete. Part 
of the East Concourse has been demolished in 
accordance to the current master plan. Figure 18 
is a possible design response that applies the 
conceptual diagram in Figure 14 to the current 
Main Terminal. 

The Main Lobby can be renovated to become the 
Arrival Lobby with retail and baggage claims 
added. The current office tower can also be 
renovated to save money. The current FAA tower, 
East Concourse, baggage claim, and parking 
garages can remain largely unchanged to further 
save money. 

A new concourse can be built to add 18 new gates 
to bring the total number of gates at the airport to 
the maximum number of 32 gates. A new 
Departure Lobby can be built with a new security 
check point and the new elevated DART station 
integrated into its design. A walkway with moving 
sidewalks can connect the security checkpoint with 
the concourses and in turn connect the concourses 
to the Arrival Lobby. 

' ' ' ',. 
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Figure 17: Love Field's Main Terminal Building Today 

I 

Figure 18: Possible Love Field's Main Terminal Building J 
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Overview of Contextual Issues 

Contextual Issues: 

Number of Gates 

Budget 

DART Station 

Office Tower 

Parking 

Intersection of Cedar Springs 
Road and Mockingbird Lane 
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Figure 19: Current Master Plan's Cedar Springs 
Road and Mockingbird Lane Modifications 
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Site Analysis 

Figure 20 shows the current Main Terminal 
with the available parking near the building . 
Public parking is highlighted in red , rental 
car parking is highlighted in yellow, and 
personnel parking is highlighted in purple. 
Personnel parking for the Main Terminal is 
located mainly in unused tarmac areas 
around the North and East Concourses. 
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Areas that are highlighted orange are areas 
that are not used for airline operations. 
The unused parking lot along Cedar 
Springs can be used for a vehicular laser 
scanner. The North and East Concourses 
plus the vacant ticket wing can be 
demolished without significant delays in 
airport operations. Demolishing these 

fl 
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Site Analysis (continued) 

structures can allow for the construction of 
new parking lots, concourses, and terminal 
buildings. 

The current baggage claim is too small for 
post 9/11 airports. There is no extra space 
for the public to meet and greet passengers 
as they arrive . There is also no space for 
retail, thus denying the airport of extra 
revenue. The area has a very low ceiling. 
This feature, combined with the general 
lack of space, makes the area an 
uncomfortable place to stay and wait for 
passengers. This situation has resulted in 
the public meeting and greeting only on the 
curbs of the airport. Consequently, the 
curbs are very crowded and requires 
automobiles to continually move around the 
airport loop until the drivers see the 
passengers they intend to pick-up. 

The Main Lobby is the only space in the 
terminal that has any significant 
architectural expression. It has a high 
sloping ceiling with skylights. The lobby 

has a decorative terrazzo flooring with a 
map of the World incorporated into its 
layout. One side of the lobby consists of a 
glass wall with a small garden on the other 
side. There are historical markers 
throughout the lobby. On the second level 
of the Main Terminal building is a museum. 
The museum would have more visitors if it 
was located in a more visible location , such 
as next to the Main Lobby. 

The West Concourse has 14 active gates, 
all operated by Southwest Airlines. 
Southwest Airlines has kept the concourse 
up-to-date in terms of interior decor. It is a 
very long walk from the end of the 
concourse to the baggage claim . 

Figure 21 : Southwest's Lone Star One 
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Contextual Goals and Objectives 

Contextual Issue: Number of Gates 
The City of Dallas has set the 
maximum number of Gates at Love 
Field to 32 gates. (Mitchell, 2002) 

Contextual Issue: Budget 
Since DFW was completed, Love 
Field has been the economical, 
alternative to DFW. Love Field's only 
major airline renter, Southwest 
Airlines, has always had a policy to 
keep ticket fares as low a possible. 
The new Main Terminal building 
should avoid unnecessary expenses 
in design and construction. (Mitchell. 
2002) 

Contextual Issue: Parking 
If the redesigned terminal building 
succeeds in bringing the public into 
the terminal building, there should be 
enough public parking spaces in the 
current parking garages. Yet, there 
will not be enough parking spaces for 

all the personnel of the terminal 
building. 

Contextual Issue: DART Station 
DART is currently planning on 
locating a subway station at Love 
Field. (DART, 2001) 

Contextual Issue: Office Tower 
The current Office Tower is largely 
used for activities unrelated to airline 
functions and can be easily located 
outside the main terminal. (DMJM 
Aviation, 1-32) 

Contextual Issue: Intersection of Cedar 
Springs and Mockingbird 
The current Master Plan of Love Field 
has made modifications of this 
intersection that included grade 
separations of left turns into and out
of the airport. (DMJM Aviation, 5-12) 
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Contextual Issues in Detail 

Contextual Issue: Number of Gates 
Increase the number of gates from 16 active 
gates to 32 active gates. 

Contextual Issue: Budget 
Renovate existing portions of the Main 
Terminal building to save money. The West 
Concourse is fully functional and the Main 
Lobby could be easily renovated to suit 
different functions. 

Contextual Issue: Parking 
The demand for parking spaces for 
personnel will almost double the current 
demand after expansion. There should be 
enough space in front of the new terminal 
building to provide a surface parking lot that 
can satisfy both public and personnel 
demands for parking. 

Contextual Issue: DART Station 
Redesigning the Main Terminal building 
gives an opportunity to integrate the DART 
station into the design of the terminal 
building. Money can be saved by locating 

Figure 22: Rendering of Elevated DART Rail Station at Spring Valley 

most of the rail line and the station above or 
at grade. It is standard engineering practice 
to design bridges to withstand possible 
disasters, for instance a truck running 
directly into a column. At Love Field, the 
bridges of the DART rail line should be 
designed to withstand a bomb beneath the 
tracks. 
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Contextual Issues in Detail (continued) 

Contextual Issue: Office Tower 
Renovating the current office tower can 
further save money. The office tower can 
provide more than enough square footage 
for office demands at the new terminal. 
There are two old and unused FAA towers. 
One located on the top of the office tower 
and the other is a small one located on the 
West Concourse. They provide interesting 
design opportunities. 

Contextual Issue: Intersection of Cedar 
Springs and Mockingbird 
The passenger demand projections in the 
current master plan makes the assumption 
that the Wright/Shelby Amendment will 
remain in effect. This program assumes 
that the Wright/Shelby Amendment will be 
removed, thereby resulting in an increase in 
the number of passengers at Love Field. 
Therefore, the planned two level grade 
separate intersection (Figure 19) should be 
designed as a three level grade separate 
intersection. Due to the height constraints 
imposed by the clear zone requirement for 

runway 31 L, a three level above grade 
separation is not an option at this 
intersection. There are only two other 
options. The first option is to have the two 
left turns in and out-of the airport below 
grade. This will require two grade separate 
lanes which is an expensive option. The 
second option is to have one left turn lane 
below grade and the second left turn above 
grade. This option still requires waivers for 
the height restrictions of the 31 L runway. 

Figure 23: Current Parking at Love Field 
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Space Summary: Introduction 

The first major goal in redesigning Love 
Field is the optimizing of vehicular access to 
the airport. This would include increasing 
parking spaces and increasing the number 
of lanes at arrival and departure curbs. 

Access to Love Field will be greatly 
improved when DART completes a subway 
station at Love Field (currently in the 
planning stages). This station will allow 
passengers to utilize park-and-ride parking 
lots located throughout the Dallas Metro 
area along the DART light rail transit 
system. The light rail transit system is 
expected to reach DFW. This expansion 
will provide a direct link between Love Field 
and DFW for passengers transferring 
between these airports. 

The current main terminal building was built 
in 1958. Several additions were built to 
accommodate the air travel demands of the 
1960's and 1970's. Consequently, the 
terminal building lacks efficiency, ease of 
understanding, or any significant 

architectural expression. This means that 
the terminal building needs to be replaced 
with a new terminal building that is efficient, 
easy to understand, and is worthy of being 
a major gateway to the City of Dallas. On 
the other hand, complete removal of the 
Main Terminal building may not be 
economical. 

Recently, security at National airports has 
become a National priority. The redesign of 
Love Field can be an example of how 
airport design can enhance airport security. 
The new terminal building should take 
advantage of the current and near future 
security measures including: earthwork 
configurations, laser scanners, biometric 
security screening , and cameras that can 
distinguish between a dog brushing against 
a fence and a human intruder attempting to 
climb over it. 

The square footages, in the following Space 
Summary, are adapted from the currently 
used square footages of the existing main 



Space Summary 

Main Terminal 
Concourses 

First Level 
Airline 
Mechanical 
Circulation 

Subtotal 
Second Level 

Airline 
Retail 
Restrooms 
Circulation 

Subtotal 
Basement 

Mechanical 
Circulation 

Subtotal 
Total Concourses 

Sq. Ft. 

140,670 
7,168 

12.490 

81,709 
29,481 

9,711 
53.105 

14,244 
1,424 

40 

160,328 

174,006 

15.668 
350,002 
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Space Summary (continued) 

Figure 24 

Departure Lobby 
First Level 

Airlines 
Agent Ticketing 2,900 
Offices/Operations 14,352 
Baggage 20,727 
Counter Area 1 .013 

Subtotal 
Counter Length (295 ft.) 
Retail 
Restrooms 
Security 
Circulation 
Museum 

Subtotal 
Second Level 

Mechanical 
Restrooms 
Restaurant support 
Aviation Department 
Airline 

Subtotal 

39,992 

27,969 
3,395 

10,295 
47,636 

4.951 

2,079 
2,002 
9,811 

12, 134 
3.596 

41 

134,238 

29,622 
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Space Summary (continued) 

Basement 
Mechanical 13,216 
Circulation 1,406 
Restaurant storage 893 
Aviation Department 35,078 

Subtotal 50,593 
Total Departure Lobby 214,493 

Arrival Lobby 
First Level 

Circulation 38,109 
Airline Service Office 518 
Auto Rental 1,692 
Retail 27,969 
Baggage Claim 24,263 
Restrooms 2,638 

Subtotal 95,189 
Basement 

Mechanical 5,256 
Circulation 528 

Subtotal 5,784 
Total Arrival Lobby 100,973 



Space Summary (continued) 

Office Tower 
Restaurant support 
City of Dallas 
Rented Offices 
Circulation 

Total Office Tower 

Total Main Terminal 

Outside Areas 
Curbside Canopies 
Enplaning Curb 
Deplaning Curb 
Garden off of Lobbies 

Curb Length 
Enplaning 
Deplaning 
Ground Transportation Center 

Sq. Ft. 
10,750 

9,030 
7,428 

Ft. 
1398 
1140 
215 

24,679 
2,369 
5,350 
1,888 

34.286 

669,754 
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Design Response 
Activity Analysis 
Contextual Issues 
Design Issues 
Final Presentation 
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Activity Analysis 

Passenger vehicles: 

The vehicular laser scanner is only able 
to eliminate highly explosive materials 
that could damage the structure of the 
building. It cannot eliminate all types of 
smaller explosives or weapons. The 
reason for this security problem is that all 
vehicles contain explosive materials in 
order to function and most vehicles 
contain potential weapons. 

• Columns of the canopy are 
oversized to withstand force of 
deliberate vehicular collision 

• Fountain was designed for front of 
terminal building as an attractive 
way to prevent an intentional 
vehicular impact with building 

• Walls and columns of terminal 
building have added protection 
from small bombs to protect the 
structure and the public 

46 



Activity Analysis (continued) 

Service vehicles: 

A service entrance was required to serve 
the needs of the retailers, the airport 
maintenance personnel, and the 
restaurant employees. The large cargo 
volume of commercial trucks provided a 
source for a large bomb that may be 
possible to pass through a laser scanner. 

• Loading dock separated from 
terminal building and placed below 
grade 

• Extension of the security office 
overlooks the loading dock ... 
provides additional security 

• Additional laser scanner placed at 
the entrance to the loading dock ... 
This laser scanner can provide 
slower and more detailed scan of 
vehicles in times of heightened 
security 

,._ ____ --
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Contextual Issues 

Budget: 

• Addition kept simple wherever 
possible 

• The more expensive curved roofs are 
limited to major public spaces 

• Basement has limited square footage 
to limit cost yet allows for future 
addition 

Dart Station: 

• Design allows for future 
adaptations 

DART trains remain as potential source for 
dangerous cargo and/or bombs as they are 
not required to pass through laser scanners 
and require further protection. 

• Station relocated between surface 
parking lot and parking garage 

• Station connected to the moving 
sidewalk of the parking garage 

• Additional connection with the moving 
sidewalk was made for surface 
parking lot 

. . 
f .. ·: .... ··. 

1 •. .............. 

. . - . .. .. . . . 
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Contextual Issues (continued) 

Roof: 

The design of the roof floating above the 
terminal created issues requiring major 
support structures 

• Small columns angled outward gave 
the illusion of flight, yet created 
concerns regarding torque forces 

• Solution was to sue a steel tube 
to redistribute the vertical and 
torque forces 

• Truss below tube bears the 
vertical forces 

• Steel I beams bears the 
torque forces 

I 
SmaH steel column 

/ / Steel I beam 

Steel tube 

Truss 

--~-......... ........ 

{
. . :-.. 

; 

r~JL, 
~ '·1----·· 
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Figure 29: Joint Detail 



Design Issues 

Retail: 

In order to maximize airport profits, several new 
airports have built their public spaces with retail 
located in the most architecturally significant 
places. This design philosophy has resulted in 
making airports appear more like shopping 
malls instead of major gateways to the city. 

• To avoid the mall appearance, retail not 
placed in the lobbies 

• Retail located along corridors connecting 
the lobbies and parking garage 

Strategic Locations: 

The location of the museum and the restaurant 
required special consideration to optimize their 
use. 

• 

• 

Museum was located next to arrival 
lobby ... provided an activity for those 
who are waiting for arriving passengers 

Restaurant was located next to departure 
lobby for people who decide to say good
bye to passengers over a last meal 

• Seating located within the departure 
lobby for customers to watch the 
activity of the airport as they eat J 
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Design Issues (continued) 

Roofs: 

• The curved roofs were designed to 
express a sense of flying 

• The roof above the departure lobby 
was designed to appear as if it was 
hovering above the terminal building 

Figure 34: Perspective of West Corridor 
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Figure 33: Perspective of Terminal Building 



Design Issues (continued) 

Light 

I 

Figure 35: Section through West Corridor 

• This large roof and some roofs above 
the corridors were designed to 
provide natural lighting by reflecting 
light into the public spaces 

-

Light 

Light 

i..,- - - Figure 37: Section through Departure Looby 
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